
Contact Languages: Notes from Class, April 23, 2012 
 

 
Last time: language and dialect as a correlate to social identity 
 
 Language can reflect in-group identity 
 Formation of new languages can follow from formation of new cultures or social groups.  
 
The patterns of language contact, interaction, and change can tell us a lot not only about social 
situations but also, potentially, about the structure of languages and universal grammar.  
 
1.0 Mechanisms of language change that we’ll discuss. 
 

- Borrowing 
- Code-switching 
- Interference 

o Language contact not only happens between speakers of different languages, 
but also (brain-internally) between languages spoken by bilingual speakers.  

 
1.1 Borrowing 
 
Overview: 

- Borrowing is characterized by the adaptation of words to fit the phonological system 
of the frame language by non-fluent speakers.  

 
Social: 

- Borrowing happens in almost all languages.  
- Borrowing can be driven by lexical gaps, prestige, or a combination of both.  

o Given these motivators for borrowing, areas of the lexicon which are heavily 
influence by borrowing tend to be somewhat restricted.  

(1) 
aidoru    idol 
aisu (kuriimu)  ice cream 
apaato   apart(ment) 
(aru)baito  'part time job'  
                                           (German Arbeit) 
basu   bus 
biru   buil(ding) 
biiru   beer 
chiketto  ticket 
depaato  depart(ment store) 
eakon    air con(ditioning) 
garasu     glass 
gasorinsutando     gasoline stand 
hakkaa      hacker 
hankachi      handkerchi(ef) 

pan       bread (Portuguese pão) 
panku     punc(ture) (= 'flat tire') 
puro      pro 
saabisu                        service (= 'free') 
sain                             sign (= 'signature') 
sofuto                         soft(ware) 
vaikingu                     viking (= 'buffet') 
wanpiisu                    one piece (dress) 
 



Linguistic: 
 

- Nouns (and interjections) more frequently borrowed than verbs, and much more 
frequently borrowed than function words. 

 
- “Once a word is truly borrowed, it loses its associations with the original language, 

and is adapted to the pronunciation and morphosyntax of the borrowers.” 
 
- Phonological changes found in loanwords can be described in terms of phonological rules.   

 
o The form of the loanword from the source language is treated as the ‘underlying’ 

form. The form of the loanword in the borrowing language is treated as the ‘surface’ 
form. 

 
1.2 Code Switching 
 
Overview: 
 
- Hard to tell the boundary between CS and borrowing, sometimes. We’ll make the following 

difference: borrowings “tend to be recurrent in the speech of the individual and widespread 
across the community. The stock of established loanwords is available to monolingual 
speakers of the recipient language, who access them normally along with the remainder of 
the recipient language lexicon. Loanwords further differ from CS in that there is no 
involvement of the morphology, syntax, or phonology of the lexifier language.” 

 
Social: 
 
- Code-switching happens in a large number of contexts.  

o Elite bilingualism (pre-soviet Russia) 
o Colonial language (French in Morocco) 
o Migrant communities (Puerto Ricans, Mexicans in US; minority communities in 

Europe) 
o Clusters of multilingual societies (Amazon basin, Australia, New Guinea) 
o Dialect-standard language (Germany, Italy, US) 
o Minority language islands (Basque) 

 
- Interactional setting is also different in these different social contexts. 

o Adolescent peer groups 
o Family conversations 
o Class rooms 
o Exploratory conversations between relative strangers. 

 
Linguistic: 
 
- Speakers are fluent bilinguals (or, multilinguals). Speakers switch between languages (or, 

dialects). 



- Speakers typically have access to phonologies of both languages: utterances from one 
language are not adapted at all.  

 
- Speakers code-switch in a systemic way: can this be described as evidence for 

constituency? 
 

- “CS tends not to produce utterances that contain monolingually ungrammatical sentence 
fragments”  
 

o Alternation (full clauses) vs. Insertion (partial clauses) 
o CS usually obeys a frame vs. embedded language distinction. Functional elements 

and morphemes with a lot of functional elements (usually verbs) come from the 
frame language, while other vocabulary comes from the embedded language.  

 
(3) a. Maar ‘t   hoeft niet  #      li-‘anna   ida     ʃeft    ana… 
     but     it  need  not (be)   for           when I-see  I… 
    Dutch # Moroccan Arabic 
 

b. kalau  dong tukan   bikin # voor acht   personen  
      when they  always make   for    eight  people         

# dek          orang cume nganga dong makan 
   and.then  they   only   look      they eat 

  Moluccan Malay # Dutch # Moluccan Malay 
 
 c. Ma ta #  voor de zerkeheid  # ham even nihur  ke… 
    but           to be sure                 I  bent over… 
    Sarnami Hindustani # Dutch # Sarnami Hindustani 
 
 d. Zib li-ya  #   een glas   water       of zo 
     get for-me    a     glass  of.water  or something 
    Moroccan Arabic # Dutch 
 
 e. Les étrangers # ze hebben geen geld hè 
     the  foreigners   they  don’t have  any money do they? 
     French # Dutch 
 
- CS can also involve elements below the full word level: CS utterances can differ in terms of 

the degree of adaptation. 
 
(4) a. ben kamer-im-i     opruinem  yap-ar-ken 
    I      room-my-OBJ tidy            while-doing 
    Turkish and Dutch 
     Note: Turkish affixes appear on the Dutch noun kamer 
 
 
 



 
 b. Co koé  #  vertolken   # akan dolo 
     Hey you     interpret       it      just 
     Moluccan Malay # Dutch # Moluccan Malay 
     Note: Dutch verb appears in invariant infinitive form in Malay. 

 
Video Example: Code-switching between English and Yoruba 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7LTCXG3vRU&feature=related 
 
1.3 Interference 
 
- Speakers acquiring a new language – or, fluent in two languages – may transfer structure 

(syntax) from one language to the other.  
 

- Interference may be perceived as “mistakes,” but these “mistakes” are firmly grounded in the 
speaker’s dominant language. 

 
o Over time, interference patterns can become fossilized.  

 
o A combination of interference and other patterns of language change (e.g., borrowing) 

can come together and create a local variety of a language spoken somewhere else.  
 

- Would you expect interference to happen more frequently between languages that are 
more similar or more different? 

 
1.4 Summary 
 
- With language contact, you often have more than one of these processes operating at once.  

 
o Language varieties that arise as the result of language contact are very interesting 

from both social perspectives and from the perspective of language contact. 
 
2.0 Language contact outcomes 
 
- Having looked at some more typical cases, we’ll look at two different kinds of outliers – the 

results of intense language contact. 
 
o Mixed languages: 

 
 Bilingual mixed languages 

 
 Urban African Vernaculars 

 
o Pidgins/Creoles 

 
 



2.1 Bilingual Mixed Languages: Focus on Michif 
 
- This website has more information on Michif: http://www.native-languages.org/michif.htm 
 
Social: 
 
- Michif was spoken by the children of Cree mothers and French or Scottish (fur trapper) 

fathers in Canada.  
 

- Listen to example of Michif: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qT5j7HWS3qI 
 
- BMLs are formed under extraordinary circumstances, but they have regular tendencies 

(grammar from one language, lexicon from the other).  
(Take-home message: Language has two major parts, a lexicon and a grammar. In 
Michif, this division is reflected in which language contributes which part). 

 
- Currently, Michif speakers are not fluent in both French and Cree. Michif has become 

conventionalized and acquired as a language.  
 

- Originally developed by fluent bilinguals; almost no complexity lost from either the French 
or Cree component, which suggests that the first speakers of what became Michif were 
fluent. 

 
Linguistic: 
 
- Plains Cree contributes the morphosyntax and functional morphemes 

 
o 90 percent of verb stems are Cree 

 
o Cree verbs are highly complex: object, subject, tense (and various other 

relations) all marked on the verb with bound morphemes. 
 
(5) kisakihaw  ‘you (sg.) love him’ 

kitotinawak  ‘you (sg.)  take them’ 
kiwapamanaw  ‘we (incl.) see him’ 
kimescihanawak ‘we (incl.) destroy them.’ 

 
- French contributes the nominal system  

 
o 90 percent of noun phrases are French; French phonology maintained (phones 

not present in Cree are used in Michif). 
 

o  The only Cree nouns denote culturally specific concepts (BP 1997: 324).  
 
 
 



(6) Kiškejim-e:w       jan    su   mEtr       ka:-l-asčin-i-čik 
 know.TA              John  his master     COMP-DAMsg-argue-INF-3pl 
 ‘John knows who’s his master when they argue’ (< Fr. obstiner)               (BP 1997: 318) 
 
- Obviation is marked on both verb and noun: while obviation marking is maintained on the 

verb for all nouns and is still marked on Cree nouns in Michif, it is largely missing on French 
NPs, particularly in possessive constructions (Bakker 1997b: 89).  In (7), the NP ‘his brother’ 
would be marked as obviative in Cree, but only the verbal marker –jɪ remains. 
 

o Non-French NPs are marked with obviative morphology, however.  
 

(7) a. Bæčis  su   frEr        nɪpa:-jɪ-w  
    John     his  brother   sleep-OBV-3SUBJ 
    ‘John’s brother is sleeping.’                 (BP 1997: 344) 
 b. O-ma:ma:-wa 
     his-mother-OBV 
     ‘His mother.’ 
 c. John  ki:wa:pame:w              Irene-a 
     John  PAST-see3SUBJ-3OBJ  Irene-OBV 
     ‘John saw Irene.’ 
 
- Michif phonology divides into a Cree component and a French component, where 

phonological rules apply to only one component and the phonemic systems have not 
undergone merger or simplification (BP 1997: 311-312).   

	  


